
HOW TO WRITE A LOGBOOK TO CLAIM MOTOR EXPENSES

A Log Book Is Key to Substantiating Automobile Expense Claims. But as always, if you want to deduct these expenses,
you need to substantiate your claim with evidence in the form of an automobile mileage log book. Both the Internal
Revenue Service (IRS) and the Canada Revenue Agency.

All relevant matters should be taken into account though, including log book, odometer and any other records
kept, and a variation in the pattern of business use throughout the year due to things like holidays or seasonal
factors As a general rule, the higher the business-use percentage: under FBT â€” the lesser the amount of FBT
payable under income tax â€” the greater the deductions that may be claimed for work-related car expenses
What are the requirements for a valid log book? You claim one-third of all your car expenses, including
private costs but excluding capital costs, such as the purchase price, the principal on any money borrowed to
buy your car and the cost of any improvements. Think of us as your financial fitness centre. See also:. You can
claim fuel and oil costs based on either your actual receipts or you can estimate the expenses based on
odometer records that show readings from the start and the end of the period you had the car during the year.
Please refer to vehicle and travel expenses to see if you are eligible and what you will need to claim these
deductions. For two or more cars: If you use the log book method for income tax for multiple cars, the log
book for each car must cover the same period. There are exceptions. It allows you to capture receipts for
work-related car expenses as well as enter information for a log book. Even if you stop off to pick up the mail
on the way, or have to take multiple trips each day, travel between home and work is still considered private
use. We offer accounting, financial planning, insurance and superannuation support and advice to our clients.
If you have a larger car that is used primarily for business purposes, the logbook method is recommended.
Most people will be familiar with the two main instances where a vehicle log book is required: 1. To help, you
can download our free vehicle log book template. While keeping these two factors in mind, you can now start
to calculate your taxes, using one of the two methods. You can also post your own questions about the
specifics of your taxes and ask for useful tips and opinions. Do I claim this as a part of my income? This
means if you start your logbook late in May or early June, you can continue to record information into July
through to September to cover the 12 weeks required. The business percentage calculated for the 12 week
period is applied against the running costs of the vehicle, the decline in value and any interest charges as a
result of vehicle financing; i. For false or misleading statements, the ATO applies a penalty based on a
percentage of the shortfall between the correct tax liability and the amount paid by the individual. You will
need to record the: Start and finishing times of the journey; Odometer readings at the start and end of the
journey; Kilometres travelled; and Reason for the journey. Claiming work-related expenses this TaxTime?
When we asked the taxpayer to verify that they owned the car and it was registered in their name, we
discovered the car was under a novated lease arrangement. Penalties range from 25 per cent to 75 per cent of
the shortfall amount, depending on whether the breach was due to carelessness, recklessness or intentional
disregard. You need written evidence for all other expenses for the car. You can see the concerns other people
had and the answers given to them by other members of the community.


